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What is Knot Magic? 

     Knot magic is an ancient practice of magic stemming back to the Babylonians for malevolent 

and beneficial purposes. Knot magic is dependent upon your mental intentions and desires that 

you have. Intentions can be made fruitful if this is what you sincerely desire. Therefore, it is 

important to focus all of your energy into each knot that is tied. 

     Knot magic is akin to creating a witch’s ladder. The witch’s ladder is used primarily for 

malevolent or black magic by hexing your victim. It can also be used to control or bind another 

person to you. There are always an odd number of knots tied into the string, preferably seven or 

nine in most knot magic spells but this depends on the person casting the spell since one’s 

personal energy is most important. After all casting your own spells is more powerful since it is 

your energy and intentions being made and that makes the spell stronger and more apt to work. 
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Types of Knot Magic 

     Knot magic can be performed for love, fidelity, money, control, healing, binding, hexing, 

protection, or whatever you desire. As previously stated, one’s intention is all that matters. 
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How to Perform Knot Magic 

     To perform knot magic, you must first decide what you want and cater the spell towards that 

desire. You will first choose a piece of colored string or yarn, color relevant to your desire. For 

example, the following colors are relevant to the following things: 

RED: Love, Sex 

PINK: Love, Romance 

GREEN: Money, Health 

BLACK: Hexing/Binding 

PURPLE: Control/Binding 

WHITE: Protection, Healing 

    You will need at least a twelve inch piece of string or yarn to tie your knots into since you 

will be tying 3, 5, 7, or 9 knots into the string. An odd number of knots have to always be tied 

with knot magic. 

     Colored candles relevant to the knot magic spell can accompany the spell but are not 

necessary but candles always personally get me into the mood of performing spells. The burning 

of incense is also good to heighten the magical process and the scent chosen relevant to the spell 

performed. 

     The following types of incense can be chosen for the following types of knot magic spells: 

Love/Sex: Jasmine, Rose, Lavender, Musk 

Hexing: Patchouli 

Healing: Myrhh, Frankinensce 

Protection/Healing: Sandalwood 

Money: Cedar, Sandalwood, Pine 
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Control/Binding: Patchouli 

    Prior to making knots, I always pass my string through the smoke of incense and the flame of 

a candle. Anointing the string with oil is the next step. The following oils can be used to anoint 

the string: 

Love: Rose, Jasmine, Lavender, Musk, Love 

Hexing: Patchouli, Hexing, Black Arts 

Control/Binding: Controlling, Compelling 

Money: Money Drawing 

Protection/Healing: Sandalwood, Protection 

     After anointing the string with the oil, it is preferable you call upon your deity of choice if 

you have one or a spirit guide. My Goddess is Hecate that is petitioned prior to assist me with 

my magical endeavors. Performing a prayer to Hecate is recited before intentions are knotted 

into the string. 
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Knot Magic Spell Samples 

Love Knot Magic 

Red or Pink String 

Red or Pink Candle 

Love Incense 

Anoint with Love Oil 

     *Tie five knots in the string and say something like the following with the intention of finding 

real love and focus on a particular person or the kind of person you desire: 

With this first knot I tie, I tie with the intention of finding my real love. 

With this second knot I tie, I tie with the intention of finding a love that has ____ color of hair. 

With this third knot I tie, I tie with the intention of finding a love that has ____color of eyes. 

With this fourth knot I tie, I tie with the intention of having a love that has (name qualities). 

With this fifth knot I tie, I tie with the intention of having a love for (whatever you want). 

Binding Knot Magic 

Purple or Black String 

Purple or Black Candle 

Binding Incense Type 

Anoint with Binding Oil 

    *It is even stronger to anoint the string with the sexual fluids of the two of you after the 

intercourse act. 

     *It is even more powerful if you set out a picture of the one you are to bind or their hair, nails, 

or clothing article. 

    *Tie seven knots in the string and say something like the following with the intention to bind 
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your lover to you and focus on your lover: 

With this first knot I tie, I tie with the intention of binding ____________to me. 

With this second knot I tie, I tie with the intention of always having ______ with me. 

With this third knot I tie, I tie with the intention of having ______only think of me. 

With this fourth knot I tie, I tie with the intention of having _____ love only me. 

With the fifth knot I tie, I tie with the intention of having _______ dream of only me. 

With the sixth knot I tie, I tie with the intention of _____ only having eyes for me. 

With the seventh knot I tie, I tie with the intention of binding the love of ____ to me forever until 

I say otherwise. 

Hexing Knot Magic 

Black String 

Black Candle 

Hexing Incense 

Anoint with Hexing Oil 

    * It is even more powerful to have a picture of the one to be hexed placed or their hair, nails, 

or clothing item. 

     *Preferable if performed at midnight or night under full moonlight. 

     *Make nine knots while focusing on all of your hate and anger and knot with the intention to 

curse or hex your enemy by saying something like the following: 

With knot one I tie for you ____I curse you this night with a terrible haunting dream. 

With knot two I tie for you ____ I send you heartache this night to your very soul. 

With knot three I tie for you ____ I give you a headache this night until you cannot see straight. 

With knot four I tie for you ____ I give you abdominal cramps so severe you cringe with pain. 
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With knot five I tie for you ____ I send you confusion in your mind until you feel insane. 

With knot six I tie for you ____ I curse you by causing you to lose your true love in life. 

With knot seven I tie for you ____ I hex you with despair and whatever you desire the most in 

life. 

With knot eight I tie for you ____ I make you feel tremendous remorse over any transgressions 

you have committed against another including me. 

With knot nine I tie for you ____ I curse you to feel the depths of hell forever and ever in this life 

and the next. 

Protection Knot Magic 

White String 

White Candle 

Protection Incense 

Anoint with Protection Oil 

    *Tie three knots in a string with the intention of being protected from all evils and harm. 

    *You can burn a guardian angel candle or saint’s candle if you are into saints or a Jesus 

candle. 

With knot one I tie with the intention to be safe from all harm that comes my way. 

With knot two I tie with the intention to be protected from all evil in this life. 

With knot three I tie with the intention to be guarded over and watched with care. 

Money Knot Magic 

Green String 

Green Candle 

Money Incense 
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Anoint with Money Oil 

     *Tie five knots in the string with your intention to make money and by focusing on how you 

can accomplish this. 

     *You may want to lay out different denominations of money while doing this spell. 

With the first knot I tie, I tie with the intention to make money. 

With the second knot I tie, I tie with the intention to locate jobs that will bring me more money. 

With the third knot I tie, I tie with the intention to have money bestowed upon me in all ways. 

With the fourth knot I tie, I tie with the intention that wherever money may be that it finds its 

way into my hands. 

With the fifth knot I tie, I tie with the intention that money come to me without doing harm to 

others dear to me. 

     These are just examples to go by when performing knot magic. Spells can be worded and 

catered to any of your needs. Remember your energy is what makes a spell most powerful and 

more apt to prosper into reality. It is not necessary to pay witches or sorcerers to perform magic 

spells for you. You can do all of these yourself and if you truly believe in your own power then 

they will work for you. 
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Personal Experience with Knot Magic 

     I have personally performed knot magic for various reasons and seen my spells become a 

living reality. I have had enemies in the work place and performed knot magic on these 

individuals to be out of the work place and they have been forced to resign usually within one 

month to three months. It seems the more evil a person is though, the longer it takes for a spell 

to work. However, do not give up because time will tell the tale. 

     As always, do not perform knot magic against someone unless they truly deserve what you 

are doing to them. Remember the law of karma will come back to you three times worse if the 

person indeed does not deserve what you ask for in your spell or if you have also done something 

wrong in the situation. This too has occurred for me whenever I hastily did an evil curse against 

someone who made me angry. I later found out this person did not intentionally mean to harm 

me and I did a nasty curse impulsively and had bad luck as a result. Therefore, always be sure 

you are doing the right thing before you embark upon any type of magical spell including knot 

magic. Remember magic is real and powerful and cannot only hurt and influence the intended 

person the spell is geared towards but those around the person including your self. All facets 

should be weighed before a spell of any kind is performed to ensure it is the right thing to do and 

be prepared for any consequences that may result from your spell not only to others close to the 

person the spell is intended for but for your self. 

 


